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the interface for all of these tools has been improved, with the following new features: the metadata
panel has been removed. pressing the info button opens the metadata panel with all of the

information in the file associated with the currently selected clip or clip layer. the display options
panel has been removed. selecting the options button in the panel brings up the display options

dialog box with options for viewing the track data of a clip. a shuffle track button is located at the top
of the timeline to help you navigate tracks. adobe premiere pro cs5.5 provides workflow

improvements for avchd video that include a new xavc-s preset for high-quality avchd video editing
numerous track changes in the main timeline a new crop tool that works directly on a clip layer in

the main timeline support for the new xavc-intra profile as a leading broadcast newsgathering
company, national geographic is using adobe fusion to produce original films and breaking news
videos. the solution central team is helping ngs deliver relevant video content to the internet, by

capturing and stitching video from multiple feeds and managing their processing into final delivered
media in a more predictable way. ngs is also enhancing the post-production workflow for multiple

projects, by running high-end visual effects and compositing with the latest release of adobe premier
pro cs5.6. for an in-depth look at the benefits of transitioning to after effects, download the free pdf,
"you are my after effects". this short and practical guide offers insight into what after effects cs6 can

do to bring your editorial and production workflow to a new level.
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with the release of the new warp stabilizer, it may be worth it to invest in a gimbal to avoid having to
continually work in post-production. the warp stabilizer does a pretty good job with stabilization and
you may find it is all you need. the “in a nutshell” video is a good example of the sort of video you

can expect to get with these stabilized clips if you shoot them on a steady gimbal. its a big step up in
terms of capability and ease of use in comparison to using the warp stabilizer plug-in for premiere
pro. (more details available below.) there are two modes of operation: “view stabilizer” (alongside

the six standard modes) and “deconverter.” the normal modes have been broken down into six tabs:
auto, vertical, horizontal, rotation lock, lens correction, and stretch (adding emphasis to those using
a leica). the deconverter tab offers a variety of ways to apply warp stabilization. you can define how
much detail and noise you want to leave in the original video clip as well as how high a tolerance of
required camera stabilization. you can select from the normal modes or even allow the software to
decide what mode to use. the software displays a green line that helps an operator determine the
optimum region of a video clip to stabilize. when the camera moves, the line tells the operator how

to position the mouse pointer to make sure that any camera motion is stabilized. the vertical,
horizontal and rotation lock modes work very well and are ideal for stabilization of the area of the

video where the camera is in motion. this is where the most improvement is obtained. the lens
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correction mode is useful for disambiguating lens distortion. the stretch mode does a very good job
of counteracting camera jitter. 5ec8ef588b
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